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to another. In such a graph, the peaks will model points that
can be reached, and the edges - the paths between any two
points. Each edge has a weight; this is a numerical value that
describes any path parameter.

Abstract
Describes the work on modern scientific achievements in
graph theory, studying the developed algorithms, comparing
their advantages and disadvantages, the reason for choosing
the Ford-Bellman algorithm as a tool for solving the
problem. The principle of the Ford-Bellman Algorithm and
its structure were also described. The works on designing
the architecture of Ford-Bellman algorithms in C #
language, designing a class hierarchy for geometric objects
modeling graphs, designing a model that implements threedimensional geometric space were described. The
architecture of the graphical interface and the hierarchy of
its classes were also described. The paper describes the
implementation of the model, which searches for the
shortest route between any two points of the graph, the
implementation of the graphical interface through which the
algorithm is controlled. As a result of the work, the design
and development of the application for finding the shortest
route in a weighted connected pseudograph was carried out.
The algorithm has been tested. The algorithm works and
successfully performs the task. The algorithm was
encapsulated and allocated to a separate class library, which
makes it possible to use it in many other projects of different
industries. It can be used for engineering calculations in
which the problem can be represented as a graph; in tasks
where it is necessary to find the shortest path from one point
to another; in robotics and systems with artificial
intelligence.

Such a graph can be analyzed and, using combinatorial
operations, select a list of edges that correspond to the set
condition, that is, it will be a route that is minimal in weight
[3]. Based on this information, a person and another
automatic algorithm or neural network can make a decision.

II. METHODS
At present, Graph Theory is a dynamically developing
branch of science. Algorithms in graph theory are well
understood [4]. Studied such graphs as:
-oriented graphs;
non-oriented graphs;
-trees;
bipartite graphs;
Hypergraphs
-hypergraphs;
-flat graphs;
-planar graphs;
Open algorithms such as:
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Ford-Bellman algorithm;
-prima algorithm;

I. INTRODUCTION

Kraskal algorithm;

The most visually obvious example of solving the
optimization problem is to find the shortest road route
between two settlements [1]. This problem is solved by
minimizing a certain parameter. This parameter may vary
[2]. It can be the travel time, the long travel, and the gas
mileage, cost, etc. This task is relevant in itself, but with the
development of computing power and artificial intelligence,
it becomes possible to use graph theory to automatically
determine the optimal route.

Magu-Weisman algorithm;
Hungarian algorithm;
-heuristic algorithm;
gamma algorithm.
Route search algorithms are used to find paths between
geographic features on online cartographic services [5].

This problem can be described in terms of graph theory,
where a graph models all possible paths from one settlement
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overload the algorithm with preconditions for error
checking;

Examples of popular cartographic web services:
- Google Maps;

- simplicity - the algorithm does not require additional data
processing and preliminary operations such as Dijkstra's
algorithm;

- Yandex maps;
- Yahoo! Maps;

-algorithm can be encapsulated in a separate class library,
which allows you to use it in other projects.

- Bing Maps;
- Apple Maps.

-algorithm is easy to test and verify its reliability.

Depending on the problem being solved, different shortest
path search algorithms are used [6]. The main algorithms for
finding the shortest path:

The algorithm was divided into functional elements that
work separately and are connected with the main object
using composition.

-Dijkstra algorithm - works with a weighted graph. In graphs
with negative weights, it is not applicable, since it creates an
infinite loop;

FordBellmansAlgorithmBody is the main class containing
the basic structural elements of the algorithm. It contains
links to:

-wave algorithm - based on a breadth-first search, that is, by
structure it is a recursive algorithm;

- ConverterOfGraphToMatrix - the object responsible for
converting the graph into a matrix of weights;

Johnson's algorithm - finds the shortest paths between all
pairs of vertices of a weighted directed graph;

- MakerOfLambdaTable - the object responsible for
compiling the lambda table from the resulting weight
matrix;

-Warshell-Floyd algorithm - finds the shortest paths between
all the verins of a weighted oriented graph;

-ConstructorOfTrace - the object responsible for compiling
the shortest route and issuing it as a collection of
coordinates;

-search algorithm A*;
-Ford-Bellman algorithm - works with a weighted graph.
Applicable to graphs with negative weights.

Also FordBellmansAlgorithmBody contains methods:
-DoMainWork - a method that accepts a collection of graph
edges and the number of vertices that delegates commands
to other objects, coordinates and exchanges data;

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The solution to the problem of finding the shortest route was
decided to be carried out on a graph, which is a model of
geographical space. As a model, a weighted connected
pseudograph was chosen as the most suitable for modeling
[7]. The vertices of the graph model all possible destination
points, the edges - the existing paths between two points.
And the weights of the edges are the distance between two
points [8]. The graph includes only edges and does not
include arcs, since it is assumed that for any path from point
A to point B, there is a return path from point B to point A
[9]. It is also assumed that the return path requires the same
costs as the direct one [10]. As the weights of the ribs, the
path length and the optimal route were used, this is such a
route whose total path length is minimal.

-SetBeginAndEndOfTrace - a method that sets from which
point to start and at what point to end the calculation of the
shortest route;
-GetShortestWay - getting the shortest route in the form of
collections of Id points in it.
Detailed analysis of objects
FordBellmansAlgorithmBody class:

contained

in

the

-ConverterOfGraphToMatrix - takes a collection of graph
edges and converts it into a two-dimensional weight matrix,
where the first index is the rows of the matrix and the
second index is the columns of the matrix. The row indexes
of the matrix are the Id number of the point of origin of the
edges, and the column indices of the matrix are the Id
number of the point of end of edges. Since only edges are
used and no arcs are used, the matrix is diagonally
symmetric. Main fields:

The tool for solving the problem, it was decided to choose
the Ford-Bellman algorithm for the following reasons:
-universality - the Ford-Bellman algorithm works in both a
weighted and an unweighted graph. If all the edges are the
same weight, then the algorithm finds the shortest path. If
the weights of the edges are different, then the algorithm
finds the least weight path;

-DefaultValue - The default value for the edge weight. By
default, a sufficiently large number is used, the most
disadvantageous for building a route.
-Matrix - matrix of weights in which weights of all edges are
stored

-algorithm is simple to implement and does not require
special programming techniques (for example, a recursive
algorithm or additional sortings), which saves resources and
improves productivity;

The class also contains the Convert method, which receives
a collection of edges in the graph and the number of vertices
in the graph.

-reliability - the algorithm does not give closed endless
cycles like the Taryan algorithm, which allows you not to
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-Construct - creates a collection of points, which are the
shortest route between two selected points.

The method performs the following algorithm:
- an array of the required size is created and initialized;
- in the array, default values are set;

The method performs the following algorithm:

- all the weights of the edges from the resulting graph are
read;

-installation of selected points as the beginning and end of
the route;

- all weights of the edges are transferred to the array.

-search of the shortest path by computing the matrix of
weights of edges and lambda matrix;

MakerOfLambdaTable - takes in a matrix of weights and on
its basis returns a lambda matrix. Where rows are vertex
indices and columns are lambda indices. Main fields:

-creation of collections of points and adding to this
collection of points belonging to the shortest route;

WeightToChooseMinimalN - a list of edges from which an
edge with a minimum weight is selected.

Interaction with the library is carried out using the Adapter
pattern, which adapts the graph class to the format that the
library accepts. To do this, the adapter implements the
IRibzContainer interface, which must contain methods:

RefToAdjacrncysTable - reference to the matrix of weights.
DefaultValue - the default value for the matrix cell is the
same as in the weight matrix.
Matrix - the lambda matrix itself.

-GetVertex1IdOfRibN - returns the Id of the first vertex at
the edge with the specified index;

The class also contains the Calculate method, which
receives a two-dimensional array of edge weights and
converts it into a two-dimensional lambda array.

-GetVertex2IdOfRibN - returns the Id of the second vertex
at the edge with the specified index;

The method performs the following algorithm:

-GetWeightOfRibN - returns the weight of the edge with the
specified index;

-obtaining a matrix of weights;

-GetCount - returns the length of the collection of edges;

-initialization of the lambda matrix;

This makes the class library encapsulated and independent
of other classes, which makes it possible to use it in other,
unrelated projects, regardless of their architecture.

-setting the values of the cells of the lambda matrix by
default;
-nulling the first element of the matrix;

IV. SUMMARY

-calculation of all cells of the lambda table using the FordBellman algorithm;

To implement the algorithm, the Windows platform and the
C # programming language were chosen. This choice was
made for the following reasons:

ConstructorOfTrace - accepts a weight matrix, lambda
matrix, default value. And on the basis of this data, it
computes a collection of indices of points that make up the
shortest route between two selected points.

- C # language is focused on work with stationary computers
with high performance;
- C # language supports object-oriented programming and
static typing;

Contains fields:

- C # language contains libraries that implement default
design patterns;

-WeighToChooseMininmalWeight - a collection containing
the weight of the ribs from which the edge with the
minimum weight is selected

-Support for inheritance and interfaces;

-ShortestTrace - a collection of Id points that enter the
shortest route between two selected points.

- C # language has a developed development environment
and tools for testing and debugging code;

-RefToAdjacencyMatrix - link to the edge weight matrix.

- C # language has standard libraries for creating a graphical
interface, which allows focusing on business logic of the
program on distracting tasks;

-RefToLambdaTable - link to the lambda table.
-DefaultValue - default matrix cell weight value. Same as in
other classes.

-in C # language it is easier to implement the Model Visual
Controls pattern;
-the presence of a garbage collector;

The class contains methods:
-SetParameters - sets the weight matrix and lambda matrix,
as well as the default value of the matrix cell.
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At the same time, the C # programming language has
several disadvantages:
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-the presence of the garbage collector leads to inevitable
performance losses, which prevents the use of C # programs
in real-time devices in which an immediate reaction to
changes is needed;
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